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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The question of when should the child read is
asked often with the idea that a definite answer
can be given. As there are all shades of gray be
tween black and white, there are many shades of
readiness. First-grade entrants vary all the way
from those who are very definitely not prepared for
reading to those who have already achieved some suc
cess with reading activities. No scientist has been
able to devise any single basis for a definite an
swer to the question of when is the child ready for
reading instruction.
Readiness does not come packaged as that some
thing that is here today but was not present yester
day. The attainment of a given chronological or men
tal age (such as six and one half years) does not in
sure success with reading activities. And again, a
rich background of experiences coupled with a reason
able facility with language may not be brought into
play in the reading situation because of an emotion
al blockage or some physical handicap.
The purpose of this thesis is to accumulate, or
ganize, clarify, and coordinate some of the findings
of research and critical thinking on the subject of
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reading readiness, in such a way that it will be ac
cessible and usable for the classroom teacher; and
to present suggestive programs (1) for testing the
child as he enters school and (2) preparing him for
reading instructions.
It is a recognized fact that readiness is a com
plicated process, requiring varied mental, physical,
social and emotional responses of a highly organized
order. Since the young child comes to school in an
immature stage, he should not attempt to learn to
read until he reaches the stage of maturation commen
surate to the task.

If this attempt is made too early,

undesirable attitudes, physical handicaps, and social
maladjustments may result.
Throughout the past four decades educators have
been engaged in the search for the factors affecting
the child's ability in learning to read.

They have

found certain mental, physical, social, and emotion
al factors to be subtly related in their influence
upon the child's learning to read.

They have further

found that some of these factors are developed through
training, while others are dependent upon inner matu
ration.
During the past ten years an enormous amount of
material has been published relative to the subject
of reading readiness, or when the child is mature
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enough to read.

Many tests have been constructed

to determine the individual child's development in
these factors.

Numerous suggestions are presented

indicating the procedure in developing certain of
these factors.

Often the classroom teacher does not

have access to this wealth of material, nor does she
have time to assimilate it.
The data used in this study have been drawn
from the teaching experience of the writer and edu
cational literature bearing on child psychology and
reading pedagogy.

In Chapter I, the writer presents

her point of view and considers many things basic to
a school program that shall prevent reading difficul
ties. Chapter II presents the evidence gained from
research and investigation the status of Longview
entering pupils including their family background,
home environment, and community influence.

In Chapter

III, the reader is given a brief review of the way
in which graded schools came into being and some of the
undesirable elements in the system of grading chil
dren.

It goes into considerable detail regarding the

factors influencing reading readiness and the means
of appraising readiness for systematic instruction in
reading. Chapter IV describes the type of children
admitted to the first grade in Longview in order to
assure for teachers an adequate understanding of the
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wide range of needs requiring consideration in the
prereading program.

It has many suggestions for

developing readiness for initial reading instruc
tion.
Statement of the Problem
A moot question with the general public is
whether or not the child should be taught to read
immediately upon entering school, or whether he
should be given a period to develop reading readi
ness.
When a custom is fully entrenched in usage among a people, any attempt at change is combated.
The change must permeate the thinking of the people
as slowly ana cautiously as the general idea was ac
cepted.

In Longview, the traditional idea remains

that the chronological age of six is the correct
time for a child to enter school, and that the chief
function of grade one is to teach him to read.

Any

deviation from this practice is an inference that the
child deprived of this privilege is inferior.

This

causes the parent to feel that his child is discrimi
nated against.

This in turn builds a feeling of in

jured pride, bringing pressure to bear on teachers,
school administrators, ana pupils, causing them to
cling to the traditional custom, and disregard the
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established facts of child development*
Various other reasons such as lack of interest,
lack of knowledge of the subject, too heavy tesching load,
and inadequately trained teachers, all prevent the child
from getting the necessary training before initial read
ing instruction is begun*

Teachers are so concerned with

teaching the three B's that only passing thoughts are giv
en to preparing him for the instructions.
Science, as always, is first to question a fact es
tablished upon usage alone.

The science of education has

set up and carried on investigations to determine the nature and place of reading.

It is now generally conceded

among those studying these factors that a period of read
ing readiness is a vital prerequisite to successful reading.
This study is made mainly in the hope that teachers
will do more in preparing the child for reading instruc
tions especially in Longview Schools.
Delimitations
This study will Include only first-grade entrants
in Longview Public Schools.

The investigation was

carried on for the first eighteen weeks of school
(4^ tenths),

it is felt that this group and this

1
Arthur I. Gates, ^ghe Improvement of Reading, p.l
w

Emciett A. Betts, prevention and Correction of nearf-infr
uiifaculties. p# 8S.
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duration of time will furnish sufficient evidence
to justify any conclusions reached.
The writer agrees with current authors in that
the principle of developing readiness should operate
at the six-grade level as well as at the first-grade
level.

Readiness for systematic reading instruction

requires a considered appraisal of the developmental
status and needs of the whole child. She also agrees
with current educators in that all phases of the
ckild(s life should develop simultaneously.
If reading were a word-calling process then a
readiness program probably would deal entirely with
speech production and the visual perception of word
forms.

Onthe other hand, if reading were a memoriz

ing process, then the preparatory program would be
delayed until the child had a certain definable mini
mum memory span, and attention would be focused upon
effective techniques of memorization.

In either cases,

not all pupils would be ready at a given age.1
A suprisingly large proportion of the pupils of
Longview are assigned to reading classes upon enter
ing school without consideration of their ages or
preparation for reading.

I

As a result those who are

Emmett A. Betts and Mabel O'Donnell, Guide Book to
Teachers gn Initial Stages £f Reading. Pp. 8,9.
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not ready for such instruction usually advance slow
ly, soon become more or less retarded, and often de
velop into remedial cases.

Experience has shown

clearly the great value of eliminating such diffi
culties through training and experience that prepare
for reading before systematic guidance in learning
to read is introduced.
The need is urgent for a state-wide program of
pre-reading activities which make adequate provision
for school entrants between the ages of five and six,
or even older, who are not fully prepared for reading.
Need for the Study
Gates1 has said reading is and perhaps always
will be the most fundamental skill taught and used
in and out of school.

It is both the most important

and most troublesome.

It is the most important in

that it is a tool, the mastery of which is essential
to the learning of nearly every other school subject.
That reading is the most troublesome is shown by the
fact that pupils fail in reading far more frequently
than in any other elementary school subject.

Far

more defects and deficiencies are found in reading
than in any other important elementary skill.
1

~
Gates, op. c i t . . Pp. 1-18.
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It seem that children in Longview Schools - some even of high intelligence, under exceptionally
well trained teachers, are failing to learn to read
satisfactorily#
There are, of course, many specific causes of
reading deficiencies found in individual cases, such
as low mentality, defective vision, defective hear
ing, speech defects, lack of motor coordination, and
the like#

The only basic cause of so much reading

difficulties, however, is to be found in the fact
that reading itself is a most difficult and compli
cated process#

This process consists of a multitude

of highly complex abilities which must be very deli
cately coordinated#
Definition of Terms
Reading is the process of acquiring an author's
meanings and of interpreting, evaluating, and reflect
ing upon those meanings#
Readiness is a condition for immediate action,
Reading Readiness has been interpreted in this
as meaning the degree of maturation of the physical,
mental, social, and emotional factors prerequisite
to the child's learning to read#

9
Method of Procedure
The data used in this study were derived from
(1) a chart for studying the child as he entered
school#

This gave information as to where the child

lived, has age, place of birth, his home and family
experiences, number of members in the family, their
physical condition, their social, economic and emotion
al status, educational and cultural attitudes, and
community experiences; (2) by means of carefully
selected procedures a comprehensive study was made
of the attainments and characteristics of these
pupils, including their mental ability, the number
encountering serious learning difficulties, the
number of them socially maladjusted, the number phy
sically handicapped, certain of their interests and
leisure time activities; (3) motivating and guiding
the pupils and parents} (4) keeping accurate records
of progress and carrying on research and experiment#
The material for this investigation was gather
ed from personal contact with pupils, parents, teach
ers, health supervisors, correspondence with authori
ties in the field of education, numerous references,
and previous similar studies#
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Review of Previous Research

1

Maxwell in 1940 made a similar study to deter
mine what causes to contribute to failures and poor
readers in the primary grades, and to show that a
definite period of preparation should be given to
first-grade children before plunging them into or
ganized reading instruction.

She concludes that

the first-grade teacher must know the mental, physi
cal, social and emotional characteristics of the
first-grade child; that many first-grade children
are too immature to learn to read} that a testing
program should be conducted so that the maturation
of the child can be determined.
2
Dunkin finds that reading failures in the
first grade can be prevented to an appreciable
extent by such adjusted instruction as is possible
in a city school system; that it is possible to
discover wrong or inadequate reading techniques
in their beginnings and through guidance and the
use of appropriate reading materials to develop
desirable techniques; that adjustment of instruc1

2

—
Maxwell, Jewell T., "Preparation for Primary Read
ing", Unpublished Master's thesis, Pp. 41-42.
Dunkin, Howard Thomas, "The Prevention of railure in First Grade Reading by Means of adjusted
Instruction", Unpublished Doctor's thesis, p.111.
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tion to the needs and abilities of the learners de
pends upon the teacher's adoption of a diagnostic
point of view and upon her proficiency in the use
of means for discovering and meeting the individual
needs of her pupils} that a supply of reading material
which will afford each child successful reading ex
periences at each stage in his development is a
necessary part of the adjustment} and that poor at
tendance and uncorrected physical defects of the
pupil limit the effectiveness of adjusted instruction.
1

House

made a study of the school child $ho

has reading difficulties to determine what causes
to contribute to this difficulty.

He describes five

facets of child study which seem to be useful in
an attempt to guide a child's development with an
economy of time and effort.

The five aspects of

child study are (1) maturity age, (2) nutrition
status, (3) sensory ana physical defects, (4) en
docrine disorders, and (5) emotional, social, and
experiential development.
He recommends the use of maturity ages as valu
able criteria in adjusting the curriculum to meet
the child's needs.

Maturity ages include mental age,

skeletal age, height age, weight age, muscle-tone age
I

—
House, Ralph W. "Studying The School Child Who Has
Reading Difficulties", Peabody Journal of Education.
Pp. 2-8, (January 1950)
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(or grip age), and dental age.
He states that the child's maturity ages help
the teacher to determine the level at which he can
work effectively.

The child's functioning capacity

indicates the available power he has with which to
experience his pupil-teacher planned curriculum.
The child's hemoglobin determination is one indica
tor of his functioning capacity or nutrition 3tatus.

A low hemoglobin determination is an indicator of
an iron deficiency anemia.

#

Physical defects often prevent the child from
performing up to the standard that his organismic
age and functioning capacity indicate that his
teacher has a right to expect of him. decayed teeth,
diseased tonsils, hearing losses, weak eyes, an
irregular heart, an endocrine gland dysfunction,
and injured nerves incapacitate the child for good
work in the classroom.
He concludes by stating that it is time that
school teachers and parents realize that a child
has a body as well as a mind, and that the body
affects the mind's status as well as the mind af
fects the body's status.

CHAPTER II
THE

STATUS GF LOEGVIEK ENTERING PUPILS

It is difficult to present a view of the whole
child at any given age, as he is met in daily life,
changing and developing, constantly meeting ana re
sponding to different situations*

It is, indeed, a

complex task to picture the six-year-old child as he
emerges from the protected stage of infancy and en
ters into the non-protected environment of the elemen
tary school.

Yet, it is the concern here to consider

the status of the Longview Negro first-grade school
entrant in relation to his readiness to attack the
complicated process of learning to read.
Physically a child of this age may be tall and
thin another short and thick, while another may be
short and thin.

The general physical will be nf a

child about forty-four inches in height, weighing
about forty-four pounds."*" The 145 first-grade Negro
children weighed and measured at the beginning of the
school year in Longview presented the following pic
ture.

(See table I)
According to Naioiaa Horsworthy and Mary ^hitley,^

about 12 per cent were of average height and weight.
1
2

A

"
—*
Naioiaa Norsworthy & Mary Whitley, Psychology of Childhood, pp. 300-301.
Ibid., p. 301.
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large number were under weight and several over
weight.
The first grade school entrant is subject to
many physical handicaps. Three-fourths of the group
had physical defects. The most prevalent defects
were decayed teeth, bad tonsils and adenoids, itbout one-fifth had poor vision. Betts says:
Eighty percent of the six-year-old
children are normally far-sighted} that
is they have short or immature eyeballs.
Eye coordination required for the noting
of fine details in order to discriminate ,
between word forms is not fully developed.
Practically the same number had poor hearing.
H#

susceptible to many communicable diseases,

the most dreaded of are tuberculosis, diphtheria,
scarlet fever and whooping cough. Almost every
first grade child also experiences the disrupting in
fluence of chicken pox, mumps and measles.
This child is incessantly active, being more
easily fatigued by enforced inactivity, than by con
tinuous movement.

King points out:

From the standpoint of control, we
note that every activity assists in the
fixing of the free,large use of the body.
Things are handled and looked at, and the
activities of older people are imitated,
not for their own value, but because they

r

—

E. A. Betts, The Prevention and Correction of
Beading Difficulties, p. 19.
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furnish simple stimuli. We may say in
fine, that activity of all simple kinds
,
is a function of all developing organisms.
Through this activity the six-year-old child
has acquired greater balance of the body and con
trol of the large muscles.

A great many first grade

entrants have the ability to jump rope, skip to
music, and walk a straight line drawn across the
roomj however, many of these children were unable
to perform these feats.
Marked progress in speed, accuracy and strength
in muscular control has been made at this age.

This

is shown by the finer motor coordination in follow
ing the outline of pictures roughly with pencil or
scissors.

It is also shown by his ability to fasten

the easier buttons on his own clothes and lace his
shoes, even though a large per cent were unable
to tie their shoe laces.
Children differ greatly in their language abili
ty, on entering school.
and sentences.
ly.

2

Brooks

Some use only simple words

Others express their thoughts fluent-

says: "The average size of six-year-

olds' vocabulary is 2,662 words".
1

2

However, the

Irving King, The Psychology of Child Development»
p. 180.
Fowler D. Brooks, Child Psychology, p. 187.
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materials seem to indicate much fewer in the Longview entrants.

The most important function of an

average six-year-old child's use of language is
8elf assertion.

He uses it chiefly to express per

sonal power, to call attention to self display, to
command, request end contradict.
The writer had an experience in teaching one
first grade group that showed a wide deviation in
their language ability.

One little girl came from

a home offering meager developmental background.
This child conveyed her wants and needs by single
words or short statements.

An opposite variance

was shown by a small boy who was precocious in his
ability to express his concepts gained through
varied experiences provided by his parents who un
derstood child development.
The language of individual children is greatly
modified by environment and interests and at the
same time is indicative of such influences of in
tellectual development in general and in special
lines.
The six-year-old has the natural spontaneous
sensory type of attention, which is all consuming.
His attention is stimulated chiefly by sense im
pressions as seeing, hearing, the feeling of dif
ferent movements, smelling, tasting and handling.
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He is at the mercy of his impulse, and each Impulse
opens up a new field of attention.

He is easily

distracted} a person entering the room, a word spoken,
or an unusual sound claims his attention at once.
Yet he is able to concentrate and finds it easy to
sustain attention when varied activities are initiated
by himself.

He will attend that which promises new

developments, which has changing relationships, but
loses interest in unvarying, mechanical routine pro
cedure.
He likes repetition, rhyme, and rhythm in sound.
He enjoys dramatization.

The writer observed the

following play that illustrates this characteristic.
One little boy was playing that he was a horse, caper
ing and snorting.

He clutched the end of his coat,

holding it high above his head.
with wind, pushing him along.

The coat was filled
He immediately became

a sail boat, letting the wind carry him where it
would.
Heasoning as cause and affect manifests itself
in the six-year-old.

He can trace the obvious ef

fects from cause, as one child remarked while build
ing a house with light colored sticks, "we will
have to stop building, if the wind does not stop
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blowing our sticks away"#
He is very curious and likes to know the why
and how of things, as why the hands of the watch
go round.

His seemingly distructive tendency is

more often an effort to satisfy the urge to know
why, than a desire to destroy.
He is in the individualistic stage socially.
C

He likes to be the center of attraction, being
happiest when some of his contributions of special
abilities or personal belongings are recognized and
praised.

He is satisfied to work and play as an

individual.

He is often unable to distinguish be

tween general property and personal property of an
individual.

This often leads to what some adults

consider as the tendency to steal, among first grade
children.

He has a cheerful outlook on life unless

some of his natural tendencies have been thwarted.
The first grade Negro children in Longview
have varying capacities to get along with each other
on the basis of mutual satisfaction.

Some have the

tendency to dominate the group, even to the extent
of becoming pugnacious, while others are shy and
merely look on as the group works or plays.
The six-year-old has little persistance, leav
ing a task unfinished if confronted with an obstacle.
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However, he shows much courage in his acceptance of
the school routine which carries him through many
new and baffling experiences*
are in the formative stage*

His moral standards

Some of these stand

ards are crystalized by pain and pleasure*

Others

are set by older members of his family.
The first grade entrant is acquiring some emo
tional stability5 however, most of the six-year-olds
have some definite fears.
to their early training*

These fears vary according
His temper is still unstable*

He has a desire to be loved and accepted by his group,
but often centers special affection on some older
person, as parent or teacner.

He often displays

jealousy, which is a compound of the three emotions,
affection, fear, and anger. Jealousy is frequently
elicited because of competition over prestige in
games or achievement in school*

He also has a ten

dency to tease, which is the lowest form of humor*
He is sympathetic, identifying himself with every
thing he knows, reflecting the emotional signs and
feelings of all.

He has a strong feeling of rever

ence and awe*
His imagination is very vivid and creative and
generates many of the so-called lies of childhood.
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The misrepresentation of the facts in relation to what
happened at school, on the street, or in play, is
caused by his defects of memory and his inaccuracy
of attention and perception, together with his limi
ted vocabulary for expressing what he has seen.
Looking back on an imperfectly observed perceptual
experience, the child tends to mix his supposition
of what occurred, with what actually took place.
With retelling, the story grows, usually in the
direction of the things he would like to have happen,
or to intensify the emotions aroused in him by the
incident related.
We may say the six-year-old child is in the apex
of the home school angle.

Physically, he is immature,

just emerging from infancy.

Mentally, he is reaching

out to form new concepts in the widening world around
him.

Socially, he has reached the time in which the

demands of social adjustment are pressing in upon
him.

Emotionally, he has not acquired overt control

over his strong and varied emotions.

He is a com

plex changeable, formative little creature, challeng
ing the love, sympathy, and ingenuity of all who
deal with him.

22

Family Background
Since the education of the child is not entire
ly a school affair, it follows that home background
may be a factor in readiness for reading,

A

potent

factor in the child's development is the education
and intelligence of the parents.

To no small de

gree, the quality and the amount of reading done in
the home is a reflection of the real education of the
parents.

Children reared in a rich reading environ

ment undoubtedly are more likely to have better atti
tudes toward reading, more curiosity about books, a
better background of children's literature and of
facts, and in general, more respect for books and
other reading matter.
The materials seem to indicate that in Longview
in a number of cases parents had not had elementary
school training, a few had had from two to four years
of high school training, and a very few had college
training.

A few observations revealed the child's

facility in the use of English had been conditioned
by parents who spoke only broken language in the
home.
Many of these children came from homes where
•tthere were from five to seven children.

The Chart

data revealed the nature of the employment of their
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parents.

Their occupations (Table II) affects

materially the educational and social background
of these pupils.
TABLE II
Number and Types of Occupations of Parents
1949-1950*
Female

Male
6
Logging..
Electrical Wiring
2
Plumbing.
2
Carcentering........... 3
Structural Painting.
2
Welding
2
Janitor Service.......• 3
Paper Hanging.
2
Shoe Repair.
3
Watch & Clock Repair.•. 2
Teaching.
4
Ice Station Attendants. 3
Shoe Repairman Helper.. 4
Shoe Cleaners
2
Chaffeurs
3
Taxicab Drivers........ 1
Railroad Snipes.......• 2
Small Business......... 12
Dry Cleaning.
?
General Farming.
10
Auto Body Repair
12
Barbering.............. 2
Truck Farming
2
Public Contact Work..•. 3
Unemployed.
7
Public Utilities
12
Common Day Laborer..... 32
Total

Hotel Service
Household Service.
Laundering........
Table Service.....
Teaching
Nursemaids........
Cooking (Domestic)
Child Care........
Personal service
Work
Barbering
•
Beauty Culture....
Dry Cleaning......
Machine oewing....

145

•Compiled from Chart for Studying the Child

9
28
17
8
2
5
24
6
4
2
6
1
2

114
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A few mothers are fortunate enough to have hus
bands whose incomes are sufficient to permit their
wives to be relieved of the necessity of being gain
fully employed#

They are at home to receive their

children when they come home from school.

However,

most of these occupations keep the parents away from
home.

The children are left to themselves and out

side influences of one kind or another take the place
of parental care and guidance-#

These children can

not get to school early enough, since there is noth
ing by way of attraction for the home to offer.

After

their school day ends there is the "call of the street#
Too many of them are deprived of love and security
which their home should provide#

Too many cannot

claim their heritage* "the right to grow up in a
family with an adequate standard of living and the
security of a stable income".

Too few can boast of

a "dwelling place safe, sanitary, and wholesome, with
reasonable provisions for privacy, free from condi
tions which tend to thwart development} and a home
environment harmonious and enriching#

Instead of

bringing to school a background of wholesome and
varied experiences, they have little to offer out
side their narrow home sphere.

The background that

is so essential to education must be supplied at
school before the school can really begin its work.
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Home Environment
A rather searching study has been carried on to
investigate the influence of various phases of the
environment upon the personality of children. It
went further than the investigation of the physical
environment in which the children lived and studied
the attitudes of the parents of those children as
well. It is evident that a number of parents* atti
tudes appear to be significantly influential.
In studying the home environment of these chil
dren the investigator found that the majority of
the children were from homes which had a very low
degree of intellectual and cultural interests. The
amount of educative material, in the way of books
and pictures for a proper extension of their mental
horizon was too limited. The only books, magazines
or newspapers found were true-stories, life magazines
and the Informer Newspaper.
At home they live in an atmosphere of despair.
They are poorly housed, poorly fed, anu scantily and
poorly clothed. A large per cent of the parents have
given up the fight for comfort and respectability

and

are resigned to their fate. Thsy move frequently
from one place to another. And even though they have
a local habitation, their children are ever on the
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movej

the street is more comfortable and certainly

more cheerful than the home as they know it.

They

subsist on a diet irregular and unbalanced, of low
nutritive valuej they get insufficient amount of
sleep} they live in close unsanitary quarters.

There

appears to be a tendency for harmful attitudes of
parents to produce maladjustments in the children
and for helpful attitudes to do the reverse.

If

there is a strong emotional swing in the parents
or grandparents, it is likely to repeat itself or
to have exactly opposite but equally strong emotion
al effects.

Therefore, to the extent that the phy

sical environment influences parents* attitudes it
also through them affects the child.
Community Influence
Longview, the county seat of Gregg County, is
in the northeastern part of Texas, one hundred and
twenty-six miles east of Dallas and sixty-five miles
west of Shreveport.
The city has two daily newspapers, the Longview
Daily News, published in the afternoon, and the
Longview Morning Journal, which is the morning paper.
Radio Station KFRO operates on one thousand
watts and is an affiliate of the American .Broadcast
ing System.

Radio Station KLTI also operates from
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Longview on one thousand watts and Radio Station KLTIFM operating on ten thousand watts is the j?W Station
serving Longview and its vicinity#
According to an actual count of the latest
Longview city directory, there are 28,766 people liv
ing here#

Approximately 9,000 of these people are

Negroes#
Longview is on U# S# Skyway No.l. Air service
north and south is provided by Mid Continent Airlines#
Air service east and west is provided by Delta Air
Lines#

It is served by three railway systemss the

Texas and Pacific, the Santa Fe and the Missouri Paci
fic#

Longview is served by United States Highway 80,

known as the "Main Street of America" •

It is also

served by State Highways 26, 149, and 322.
Operating on these hard surfaced highways are
fleets of busses and motor freight lines furnishing
fast anci dependable motor transportation service to
and from the area#
Three taxicab companies and a fleet of modern
motor coaches provide the city of Longview and its
adjacent area with unexcelled local transportation#
The writer has worked for several years in an
elementary school in the system of approximately
eighteen hundred Negro school children. Within the
district which is served by the school are many city
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blocks covered thickly with small, unlovely single
dwelling houses; with frame apartment houses; a
large number of three-room tenement houses; a few
substantial masonry homes and large family dwelling
houses equipped with all necessary modern conviences
making daily life comfortable.

From these come, every

day, our eighteen hundred boys and girls to elementary
and high school, and to these they return at the close
of the school day.

There are no recreational facili

ties in the district.

As a result, the rate of juvenile

delinquency is appalling.
In the neighborhood are thirty Protestant churches
comprising practically every denomination, four ele
mentary schools, a junior-senior high school, small
three-room frame building known as the community cen
ter.

In this frame building, one room is equipped

with book collections and a few magazines with a amaii
corner in the room catering to juvenile readers.

These

comprise the cultural influences of the immediate com
munity.

However, there are compensations.

A few blocks

bring the children into the heart of the retail busi
ness section of the city.

Here are large department

stores and office buildings through which the children
love to wander looking at goods brought from all parts
of the world.

Here the small child learns for the

first time how to travel in elevators.

Here are public
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markets exhibiting every conceivable kind of fruit,
vegetable, meat, fish, and staple food product*

A

block away is a motion picture house to which the
children can go*

In another direction is another

motion picture house, all colored, which has an oc
casional stage show as one of its added attractions.
Just a few blocks away is the building which houses
the Department -of Power and Light which has harnessed
the water power of Big Sandy Lake and Lake Cherokee
and put them on the wires and into the faucets at
several of their homes*
Since the discovery of the East Texas Oil Field
in 1931, Longview has been continually developing as
the industrial center of East Texas and this area of
the Southwest*

There are approximately one hundred

and twenty—two industrial plants in Longview and vi
cinity and their products range from heavy earth-moving
equipment to precision oil field tools.
Other products made in Longview include petro
leum products, food products, baskets, construction
materials, automobile seat covers, soft drinks, ice,
drugs, cabinets and furniture, creosoted lumber, iron
and steel casting, railway tank cars, patterns, boil
ers, gas engines, cannery equipment, printing, candy,
machine tools, neon signs, awnings, Venetian blinds,
jewelry and tombstones*

CHAPTER III
READING DEVELOPMENT
Of all the subjects in the elementary school
curriculum, reading has always been considered the
most important by professional educator and layman
alike. Without reading, the mere mechanics of life
would be disrupted even for the person who insists
that he never reads.
The vital importance of reading becomes more
apparent when we consider its function in thinking
and solving problems, in contributing to aesthetic
appreciation, and in providing an essential tool of
citizenship.
A recent and curious development which has taken
place in reading is its increasing importance as a
subject to be studied in the secondary school and col
lege. The day appears to have passed forever when the
high school teacher could hold the elementary teacher
responsible for the child's achievement in rate of read
ing and in comprehension.^To define the "stages" of educational development
by setting dates is very difficult as changes are going
on slowly below the surface at all times.
If an attempt is made to define periods in the
development of reading in the schools, Hill2 suggests

r
2

Robert Lane Hill, The Teacher in the Modern Elemen
tary School, p. 267.

Loc. cit.
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the following«
1.

The Stage of Learning-to-Read
From the beginnings to 1925

2*

The Stage of Reading-to-Learn
From 1925 to 1936

3.

The Stage of Reading-as-Social Interpre
tation•
From 1936 to the present.

For many years in American elementary schools
it was assumed that the beginners in the first grade
were taught reading regardless of any factors which
might seem to interfere with the process.

Since

reading was the key which was to unlock all the doors
of knowledge to the young child, it was assumed that
he should get at the job as early in life a3 possi
ble and keep at it until he could read "orally with
expression" and "silently with comprehension".

In

most cases It was a dull, tedious business, from the
early and simple method of memorizing the alphabet,
and from making words with individual letters, to
the complexities of various "phonic methods".

The

"word method" came and replaced the earlier styles
only to be replaced, in turn, by the "sentence method".
In general, the reading materials so developed were
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synthetic to a large degree.
of word recognition.

Reading became a matter

A child was considered a good

reader who could recognize instantly from flash cards
some one hunderd words during his first term in school.
That he might not have the slightest idea what the
words meant, that he might have missed the experiences
which could have made those words meaningful to him,
that he might memorize whole pages of sentences made
up in a synthetic manner - meant little to the primary
teacher of the period.

Reading was defined as the

ability to call words.

These primitive views on

reading were held valid in American elementary schools
from the Civil War on.
The publication in 1925 of the Twenty-rourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the study of
education was a momentous event in the history of
the development of reading in American schools.

It

devoted considerable space to the idea that reading
is a complex of many specific abilities.

This was

revolutionary in itself in view of the fact that
even in 1924 there were thousands of American school
rooms where the prevailing reading instruction con
sisted solely of requiring each child in the class
to rise and read aloud a paragraph from the reader
in use in the class room.
1

Paul KcKee, "The Teaching of Reading", Thirty-Sixth
Yearbook of the National Society for the studv of
Education, Pp. 277-278.
—
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The philosophy embodied in the Yearbook is that
a child needs experiences to make reading meaningful}
and that there are certain prerequisites to reading,
the absence of which makes the child*s introduction
to reading highly problematical*
The appearance of the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of
the National Society in 1937 accomplishes a much
more important task in setting up standards in read
ing which will govern instruction in that subject
for years to come.

Reading is no longer regarded

as a school subject to be taught in isolation from
all other subjects, but rather as "necessary accom
paniment to nearly all human action"*

From this

standpoint reading cuts across all subject-matter
lines*
Emmett A. Betts and Mable 0*Donnell1 express
admirably the modern viewpoint toward readings
Reading is a complex of abilities,
requiring a fairly high degree of mental,
emotional, and probably physiological ma
turity. It calls for specialized types
of thinking processes} hence, a certain
degree of mental maturity is essential to
success with reading activities.
Reading necessitates taking experience
to as well as drawing it from the printed
page} therefore, a background of pertinent
experiences is one prerequisite to achieve
ment*

I

Guide Book £& Teachers &n Initial Stages of Readifig, Pp. 8,9.
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Heading is, in part, an interpreta
tive process, and it is for this reason
that one is really reading when under
standing is gained from facial expressions,
pictures, charts, graphs, diagrams, and
blue prints, as well as from word symbols
on signs in books*
Heading deals primarily with meanings,
not with forms; therefore, the mechanics
of visual and auditory discrimination rank
well down the scale of relative value.
Heading is experiencing, not memorizing;
therefore, the learner must develop the
ability to apply or relate pertinent past
experiences to his immediate ones, and in
many instances to arrive at new ideas, con
cepts on the basis of the past.
Reading is a process which calls for
integrated action. As such, it is more
than the sum-total of eye moaements, visual
perception, selecting ana using pertinent
experiences, perceiving relationships, and
the like, because the mental, emotional,
and physical responses must be patterned
into a purposeful and satisfying total re
action.
Reading is a prpcess, not a subject.
In view of this, a teacher may be able to
help the child to develop basic skills,
abilities, and attitudes at times set aside for basal reading instruction; but
it is even more important that the teacher
at all times should be a teacher of read
ing, not alone in the period reserved for
basal reading instruction.
Reading situations vary with the purpose
of motive of the reading; therefore, an
efficient reader must be versatile in adapting his habits to meet the needs of
a given situation. In one situation science
material is studied to obtain detailed in
structions for an experiment, while in an
other a literary production is read for
sheer enjoyment. The first situation pro
vides opportunities primarily for intel
lectual growth; the second, for emotional
development.
When an analization of the mental and physical
process involved in the proper interpretation of the
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printed page, including vision, eye movement, inner
speech, memory, association, word knowledge, infer
ence, past experiences and general intelligence, the
complexity of the process evokes the question - is
the six-year-old child physically, mentally, socially
and emotionally matured enough to meet the complex
process involved in reading?
The philosophy of education prevalent in the
modern school stresses the fact that the child passes
successively through stages of growth which are con
ditional to his physiological, mental, and emotional
development.

W. S. Gray1 names five stages of develop

ment in reading which are important enough to warrant
future studyi

1

1.

The stage at which reading readiness is
attained (pre-school years, kindergarten
and the early months of the first grade)•

2.

The initial stage in learning to read (first
grade, and for some children, the second
grade).

3.

The stage of rapid progress in fundamental
reading attitudes and habits (second and
third grades).

4.

The stage of extension of experience and in
crease in reading efficiency (fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades).

5.

The stage of refinement of reading attitudes,
habits and tastes. (Junior high school,
senior high school and junior college).

Thirty-Sixth Yearbook. Chapter IV. Pp. 78-131.
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One of the most radical changes in preparing
textbooks in reading for the primary grades was
the presentation by Dr. Julia L. Hahn in 1935 of a
"readiness reader" composed almost entirely of pic
tures as a first step toward the mastery of the
printed page.

This became the first of a series of

excellent modern readers for the elementary school
under the title of Child Development Readers.1 This
series is made up of pictures relating to home and
community life.

Out of these come good experiences

for children through richer vocabulary, better sen
tence sense, and added proficiency in expression.
History of Heading Readiness
The elementary schools prior to the twentieth
century was a barren affair, consisting largely of
formal drill in the three B*s.

The aimsof education

were very narrow? instruction was largely individual?
and the administrative problems were relatively sim
ple.

Then mass education was extended to all children?

compulsory attendance was enforced? enrollments mul
tiplied? public interest in general heightened? the
functions of the elementary school broadened? the
school year lengthened? and administrative problems
became increasingly coc^lex.

During that period, in

struction fell into a lock step which is still to be
broken.
1

Bostons Houghton Mifflin Company.
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The monitorial system, imported from England,
did much to foster, in a mechanical and superficial
way, a more careful classification of children and
the rise of graded schools in America. The distinc
tive feature of the monitorial system was a type of
organization in which student teachers, called moni
tors, gave instruction without pay to the younger
pupils. This plan was widely received in ongland
because of the low cost and the relative effective
ness on instruction. It served the one purpose of
heightening public interest in free schools.
The monitorial system of instruction was intro
duced in the United States with the opening of a
school in Hew York City in 1806."'' From here the plan
spread to other cities and states*
Horace Mann recommended introducing into America
2
the graded organization of Prussian schools, Reisner
saidJ

"The first stage in the process of differentia

tion of instruction took place in terms of schools
rather than in terms of classes". The grade classi
fication of children and of subject matter came into
the American scene through mass education.
The first step in the development of the present
class - grade organization of the schools was the
1

1

atuart Q. Noble, A History of American Education, p.123

2

Edward H. Reisner, The Evolution of the Common schools
1
p. 365*
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division of the school system into schools of two or
more different grades} such as Primary, Intermediate,
Grammar, and etc. This began early, and was accom
plished generally in the cities by 1840 to 1845.
The next step in the development of the graded
system was the division of each school into classes.
The third and final step in the development of
the graded system was to build schools with smaller
classrooms, or to subdivide the larger rooms} change
the separate and independent and duplicate school on
each floor, which had been the common plan for so
long, into parts of the school organization} sort and
grade pupils, and outline the instruction by years}
and the class system was at hand. This process was
accomplished in the larger cities by 1860. In the
rural districts class grading was not introduced
until the last quarter of the nineteenth century.*Inherent in this unified school reorganization
were a number of undesirable elements which have
persisted to the present day. Children were admitted
in many places to learn to read and spell at the
age of five years. According to Cubberly,2 the pres
sure of mumbers in the primary school caused authori1

2

—

Ellwood P. Cubberly, The History of Education. Pp.
229—232.

OP. cit. p.233.
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ties in many centers to raise the entrance age to
six. To this day, most parents still expect their
children to learn to read upon entrance to the first
grade.
At the beginning of the twentieth century,
1
2
Dewey and Patrick hurled challenges, based on
theoretical considerations, at those who would dis
regard the motives and capacity of the learner by
forcing six-year-olds into the learning-to-read
process.
The graded system was advocated because pupils
in the same grade could have the same class books.
From observation one may sae that many learning disdisabilities in the schools of today are caused by
this idea of providing every child - regardless of
his capacity or achievement with the same textbook.
This type of regimentation contributes substantially
to retardation in reading and to the perpetuation
of individual reading difficulties. Furthermore,
it is apparent that the correction of this particular
situation on the basis of preventative measures is
not likely to take place until every teacher becomes
a student of individual differences in relation to
1
2

John Dewey, "The Primary Sducation Fitish". Forum.
Vol. 26, Pp. 315-328.
'*
G. T. W. Patrick, "Why Should Children Under ten
Years Learn to Read and Write?" Popular acience
Monthly, Vol. 64., Pp. 382-391.
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reading activities.
Grading of subject matter first on a logical
then on a psychological bases brought about an em
phasis on grade placement of content.

The language

program for a given grade is in many places still
that which is outlined in a given textbook regard
less of the needs of the pupils.

Likewise, systema

tic instruction in reading may be limited to one
basal reader prepared for a given grade. This mis
interpretation of the grading of subject matter
tended to produce a static curriculum suggesting
school practices that falsely required an adjust
ment of the learner to the curriculum, systematic
sequences in terms of individual development should
hold sway over grade placement of subject matter.'1'
Subjsct-matter-to-be-learned rather than learn
er development appears to have been the chief basis
for grading the schools.

The erroneous interpreta

tion by both teachers and the public has resulted in
a pupil classification basis contrary to scientific
knowledge. Pestalozzi indicated his belief in the
grading ofinstruction, but he stated that it should
be done "according to the growing power of the child"•
He insisted that individuality must be respected.

r~

Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading In
struction. p. 18.
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Rousseau is credited with being the first to
assail the assumption that the theory and practice
of education should be determined and organized on
the basis of adult interests and problems.

He plead

ed for an approach to the training of the young
through their spontaneous interests and activities.
Pestalozzi, the experimentalist, further em
phasized the development of power rather than the
acquisition of knowledge, experience instead of
memorization, and instruction graded "according to
the degree of the growing power of the child" so that
understanding and mastery might contribute to har
monious development, thus avoiding the forcing of
knowledge upon an organism which was insufficiently
developed - intellectually, physically, or emotion
ally.
Following Pestalozzi, the scholarly and scien
tific Herbart insisted that "training must be in
full harmony with the nature of the child's mind."
Froebel protested against the idea that learning
should be imposed on the child from without and in
sisted that the child should not learn to read un
til there is a certain "felt need".
Learner-centered education ceases to exist when
children are forced into situations for which they
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are unprepared.

1?

To the degree that education is

put on an undifferentiated mass basis where indi
vidual variations in maturation are ignored, and
the false assumption that all pupils in a given
grade are fundamentally alike, and that pupil pro
gress can be calendar-dictated, childhood will con
tinue to be impoverished.
In January, 1923 a committee on reading was
appointed by the National Society for the Study of
Education.

Following the publishing of the find

ings of the committee there was a growing awareness
of the reading problem.

Its publication marked the

turning point in instructional materials and methods.
Interest was focused upon different growth periods
of reading development.

The value of appropriate

experience and training for the child entering school
was discussed.
It was during this period of scientific research
that the factors controlling the readiness to read
were designated by the name of reading readiness.2
1
2

——
|wen^y-Foyirth Xqarbopfc $1 the National Society for
Ifafi Silldx Si Wwrtian, Part I. p. 6.
Hazel Clark & Spencer Shanks, "Supervising a need
ing Beadiness Program", The Principal and Supervi^ Eleu'entar^ Principals.
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With the interest aroused on the subject of
reading readiness, tests were devised to measure
the factors controlling the readiness to read.

By

1926 Florence Goodenough1 presented her test design
ed to test the pre-school child's intellectual de
velopment. The following year the Baltimore head
ing Readiness Test was presented.2

In 1932 "The
3
Reading Readiness Test " by Van Wagenen and "The
Metropolitan Readiness Test"4 were published. Bett's
g
"Ready to Read Test" and the "Lee-Clark Readiness
Test" were published in 1934.6 In 1935 the "Readiness
7
Aptitude Te3ts" were published.
A Committee on Reading, of the Rational aociety
for the Study of Education, issued a second report
in 1937.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

In this report it summarizes the attain-

Florence L Goodenough, Measurement of Intelligence
by Drawing.
The Baltimore Reading Readiness Test. Childhood
Education. Vol.3* p.222.
*
M. J, Van Wagenen, "Reading Readiness Testa", EduSaiioneq Te^, Bureau
Gertrude Hildreth & Nellie Griffin. The Metrooolitan
Readiness Test.
—
E. A. Betts, Re$dy

Read Tests.

Lee J. Murray & Willis W. Clark, Lee-^lark ReadReadiness Test.
Marian Monroe, Monroe Reading Aptitude Testa.
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ment of Heading Readiness:
During the last decade the factors
that influence reading readiness and the
type of experience and training that pre
pare for reading have been studied inten
sively. As a result, our understanding
of such problems have been greatly exten
ded and our views concerning their impli
cations modified in several respects.
It is now generally agreed that successful
reading is conditioned in large measure
by the physical, mental, emotional and
social maturity of the learners and by
proper adaptation of instruction to their
needs.1
Fac^pys Influencing RqqdjLng Readiness
The factors which greatly influence reading
readiness are many and of a complex nature, and are
often so involved and interwoven that it is diffi
cult to determine what single factor or group of
factors bears most significance to the condition
known as readiness for reading.

2

The recognition of these factors of reading
readiness with the adjustment of the curriculum
to the child's need is the immediate concern of
those who teach the young child to read, as yet,
however, not all the findings of research, rela
tive to reading readiness have been applied to the
teaching in the public schools.

The step of trans-

1
iWillis S. Gray, "The Nature and Organization of
Basic Instruction in Reading", Thirty-Sixth Yearfif
National Society for the Study of Edu
cation. Part I. p. 79.
2

Lucile M. Harrison, Reading Reaainess. p. 5.
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mitting the findings of research to the child is the
responsibility of the public school administrator
and classroom teacher. This development and adjust
ment is known as the reading readiness period.
There are two groups of factors influencing reading
readiness. One group of factors depends largely upon
the process of inner maturation.

Another group

depends upon training. The maturing of the last
group will be the teacher's chief concern in teach
ing the young child to read.
The group of factors dependent upon inner matu
ration, evolve into three divisions* (1) the intel
lectual factors dependent upon the organization with
in the nervous system of the individual child, (2)
the physical factors which are typical of the phy
sical development of a six-year-old child and (3)
the personal factors conditioned by the interplay
of feeling forces within the child.
The one thing which determines most accurately
the child's readiness to read is that of intellectu
al maturity. Intelligence has two components, that
of natal capacity, and that of concepts which are
conditioned by the individual experiences. The
natal intellectual capacity, which is dependent
upon inner maturation, affects the mental age of
the child*

The development of the organization
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within the nervous system affects the individual's
memory span of ideas, his ability to do problematic
thinking, his ability to see likenesses and differ
ences in graphic form, and his reversal tendencies.
Mental age, although dependent upon inner matu
ration, is of vital importance to the teacher. If
an attempt is made to teach the child to read before
he has reached the mental age commensurate with the
ability to learn to read, little satisfaction is de
rived from the attempt.
Studies have been made to determine the opti
mum mental age for learning to read. Gates found
that children with the mental age of five years
could be taught to read; however, the process of
teaching such immature children does not lend it
self to the general use of the public school.1
2
Morphett and Washburn carried on an experi
ment in the Winnetka Schools, and reached the con
clusion that a small percentage of children, who
begin reading with a mental age less than six years,
are able to achieve satisfactory reading progress;
but that for the group having a mental age between
1

2

*
Arthur X. Gates, "The Necessary Mental nge for
Beginning Heading", The Elementary School Journal.
Vol. 37J Pp. 497-608.
Mabel Morphett & Carlton Washburn, "When ahould
Children Begin to Read?" Elementary School Journal.
Vol. 31s Pp. 496-503.
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six years and six and a half years there is a sharp
rise in the percentage making satisfactory progress.
Another factor affecting the child's ability
to learn to read, which is dependent largely upon
inner maturation, is the ability to carry a wide
span of ideas in memory. The complex task of com
prehensive reading requires the child to carry in
mind the incidents of the story, in sequence of
their happening.

The ability to recognize new words

by anticipating the meaning through content is the
result of this abilityMost six-year-old children have short memory
spans. It has been seen how short the six-year-old
child's interest span is and how it is affected by
each sensory impression of his eye, ear, sense of
smell, touch and taste. Since each Impression is
fleeting, it Is small 'wonder that this memory car
ries a short series of the impressions received.
Another reading readiness factor largely de
pendent upon inner maturation of the intelligence
is the facility in the use of ideas in problematic
thinking. The child must not only be able to form
the concepts presented by the printed word} he must
associate these ideas and sense their relationship.
He must organize and classify them.

He must com

prehend the implications and problems set up in the
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story.

He must be able to as simulate all this and

build a concept of the whole.
Viau&l discrimination or ability to see like
nesses and differences in graphic form is another
factor of this period that is largely dependent up
on inner maturation.

Is the child able to discern

the two houses that are identical in detail, that
are pictured in a series of houses with the same
general form?
come and came?

Will he detect the differences in
Will he note the minute differences

in the words how and now?

It is easily seen that

if the child is unable to sense the general form
and the differentiating details of the mechanical
make up of the word, he will be lead into confusion
when he attacks the printed page.
Reversals in reading are common among young
children.

Studies indicate that they are caused

by immaturity and lack of experience.
The factors of carrying a reasonably long span
of ideas in the mind; the facility in problematic
thinking; the ability of visual discrimination and
the tendency to reversals are indications of natal
capacity.

Yet the teacher should capatllize every

opportunity of exercising these abilities by provid
ing experiences and making use of them.
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The physical factors which are dependent upon
maturation and that affect the child's ability to
learn to read are immature eyes , ears and lack of
motor control.

This immaturity is a normal deficien

cy caused by the stage of general development reach
ed by the six-year-old child.
That a large percent of six-year-old children
are far-sighted and are unable to focus their eyes
upon words of the printed page successfully is the
1
o
3
finding of Betts, Eames, 41 and Cole.
This is a
normal development since the eyeball of the sixyear-old child has not reached full maturity.
Hildneth says, "Both visual and auditory per
ception are in rudimentary stages of development in
the young child and only improve with experience and
4
mental maturation".
Cole says that a six-year-old
child with normal hearing for his stage of develop
ment will be unable to distinguish consistently be
tween similar consonant sounds.
1
2

O

Robinson^ says that

—
—
E. A. Betts, Prevemtion and Correction of reading
Disabilities, p. 67.
T. H. Eames, "Comparison of Ocular Characteristics
of Unselected and Reading Disabilities Cases",
3oyirnfrl
Educational Research. Vol. 25: Pp. 211-215.
Luella Cole, The Improvement of Reading. Pp. 284-291.

5

Gertrude Hildreth, Learning £he Three R's p. 141
Helen U . Robinson, "The Studies of Disabilities in
Reading", Elementary School Journal. Vol. 38: Pp. 15Lo •
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some six-year-old children, because of "the immatu
rity of the ear are unable to hear and discriminate
between sounds, and form incorrect associations be
tween the printed word and sound.
Other factors that are personal have bearing
upon the inner maturation of the nervous system of
the child. These factors are the child's lack of
control over his emotions and the lack of inhibitlve
power over the overt responses to these emotions.
Conklin and Freeman1 hold that emotional re
actions depend upon intellectual experiences of
life, and that the special forms of emotions de
veloped are consequences of training and the concepts
acquired by the individual child. They further
believe that the infant's first emotional reaction
might be described as an excitement. Then comes
what might be called pleasurable excitement or
delight and unpleasant excitement or distress.
They state that the emotional pattern of the child
is formed by the time he enters school.
When a person is feeling content and happy he
is able to apply himself to the task set before him.
When experiencing a feeling of distress there is
little need to expect the child to attend to any task.
1

~
—
Edmund S. Conklin & Frank S« Freeman. Introductory
Psychology for Students
Education. Pp. 116-126.
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Many disagreeable emotions are aroused
by the absence of familiar stimuli to which
comfortable responses have been associated#
The constant presence of unfamiliar stimuli
results in most persons becoming uncomfort
able. 1
The familiar objects in the home, the assurance
of content aroused by the constant care and protec
tion of the family are the familiar stimuli the sixyear-old child has responded to before entering
school.

It is small wonder that the young child exper

iences emotional disturbances when placed in the strange
environment of the school room and among unfamiliar
objects, and also placed under the care of the teach
er of whom he often knows nothing.

These emotional

disturbances and responses are many and varied, hence
it is necessary for the first grade teacher to know
something of their causes.
From the foregoing data, the conclusion might
be reached that the teaching of reading should be
deferred until the psychological and physiological
factors have reached the maturity for reading,

when

the factors dependent upon training and experience
are studied, it is evident that this phase of in
struction is necessary and should be carried on be
fore the full maturation of the psychological and

I

Op- cit. p. 126.
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physiological factors are reached*
The writer*s experience indicates that the
specific abilities which are common to general in
telligence and to reading and those that are im
proved by training and experience are*
1*

Facility in the use of a broad field of
meaningful concepts.

2.

Facility in the use of language, including
(1)
(2)
(S)
(d)

3*

vocabulary
pronunciation and enunciation
language patterns, and
simple sentences, and

Personal factors of social adjustment.

Speech, the faculty of expressing articulate
sounds, and language, the method of combining wordsaltho determinate factors in the child*s development
has only recently been given serious consideration
in relation to his reading readiness.
This relation is plain since these two factors
are the means whereby concepts are communicated.
They may be considered as the barometer of the con
cepts acquired by the child.
Maturation of speech proceeds according to an
innate sequence.
with the child.

The rate of development varies
Davis sayss

The speech age of a child depends on
(1) the number of sounds he is able to use
consistently in words. (2) the substitutions
he makes for those sounds that are not yet
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established in his pattern of articu
lation.1
The child may have acquired a rich store of
concepts to draw upon when he begins to read, yet
if the visual word does not call up the auditory
responses the child has been use to, the child
will be confused in the reading process,

why should

the word "mother" call up a visual image of the
child's parent when he has called her "mummy"?
The teacher should determine the "speech age"
of her pupils and set about to help them enunciate
correctly the words he will encounter in his read
ing material.

The language patterns used by the

child have a direct bearing upon his reading ability.
If the child fails to recognixe the correct word
forms in his enunciation of oral expression, as "whats
you gonna do"?

he will have trouble in finding the

printed sentence, "what are you going to do?"
Another phase of language development that has
direct bearing upon the child's ability to learn to
read and that is developed by training, is the use
of the simple sentence.

If he has grown accustomed

to communicating his wants in incomplete or broken
sentences, he will have trouble in interpreting the
printed material: that is expressed in complete thought
1

~
*
Irene Pool Davis, "The Speech Aspect of heading
Readiness", Newer Practices in Reading in the Elemen
tary Schpolg, Seventeenth Yearbook. National Elemen
tary Principal. Vol. 17* p 283.
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form.
The first grade teacher will find need to de
velop correct enunciation and pronunciation in sys
tematically interrelated speech; to develop a rich
vocabulary, and the understanding of the use of sim
ple sentences, if she would have her pupils do pur
poseful reading.

She should not expect expressive

comprehension of printed material before the child
has learned to express his own concepts.
Learning to read is the first technical learning
a child is called upon to do.

Not only intellectual

and physical readiness is necessary to attack the
process of learning to read, but emotional readiness
is of prime importance.

The child may be intellectu

ally superior and physically normal yet fail to ad
just to the process of learning to read.

The fact

that he is superior mentally may be the cause of poor
emotional adjustment, since the child with superior
intelligence tends to be more critical of his power
to achieve than a less intelligent child.

This criti

cal evaluation of his ability may cause emotional
disturbances or tension.
Emotional immaturity may be the cause of malad
justment to the process of learning to read.

If the

child has not learned to work alone but must have
adult direction and help, he will experience the
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feeling of inadequacy and defeat#
The child is not adjusted emotionally to the
task of learning to read if he has a feeling of
timidity or the lack of self-confidence? if he has
not learned to comprehend and respond in a group
situation but reacts by feeling that he is being
left out or a feeling of inferiority.
These are the factors that should claim the
attention of the teacher first. They are the ones
she can do something about.
Testing for Heading Readiness
The first grade teacher should provide a pro
gram which will meet the needs of the pupils assign
ed to her. This problem is complicated by the cus
toms established by society* among which arei (1)
emphasizing performance of reading rather than child
development, (2) immature pupils assigned to the
task of learning to read, (3) the large number of
pupils assigned to the teacher.
To meet this problem, the teacher needs to know
what special type of development is accelerated or
retarded In each child so that she may provide ex
periences that will lead to well-rounded growth of
all pupils. She must know the factors contributing
to child development, and she must also be familiar
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with the types of learning difficulties, their symptons and their causes.
The most useful help that has been provided the
teacher in meeting the problem of determining the
stage of maturation of the individual child is the
standardized tests. The teacher should make use of
these tests since their results are meaningful, uniform, and valid.
Gates indicates these merits of the standardized
teats: (1) norms provide definite standards, (2)
norms make it possible to find the child's weak
points, (6) the meaning is permanent, and may be used
by various persons in dealing with the child at
given times.^ However, these tests are of help only
when used with understanding. The teacher must know
the merits, limitations, and purposes of the tests
administered. She should also know the characteris
tics of a satisfactory test.
Tyler indicates that a satisfactory test will:
(1) concern itself with worthwhile objectives, (2)
provide valid evidence of strengths and weaknesses
related to the objectives, (3) be reasonably objec
tive so that other competent persons may arrive at
1

Arthur I Gates, "The Measurement and Evaluation of
Achievement in Beading": A Second Report. ThirtvSixjli yearbook o£ j&a National Society for the study
of Education. Part I, p. 368. ——
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similar results in following the same diagnostic
procedure, (4) be reliable, (5) provide comparable
data, (6) provide sufficiently exact data, (7) be
appropriate to the program of education desired,
(8) be practicable.1
Not only must the teacher know the tests but
she must be able to interpret the results and know
what they infer.

She must know in what way to use

the results.
The factors of the cost of the tests, the num
ber of pupils to be tested, and the aid provided
for administering the tests, will determine to what
extent the program will be developed.

If adequate

means and competent aid are provided, the testing
program will be individual and minute.

If the teach

er is to carry on the program alone, It will, through
necessity, be more general.
ployed.

Group tests will be em

Individual tests are then used to check

pupils showing great deviations from the norms of the
group test.
The teacher setting up a diagnostic program for
reading readiness, not only needs to know the merits
and limitations of the tests to be given, how to in1

—
Halph fi. Tyler,"Characteristics of a Satisfactory
Diagnosis*1, Educational Diagnosis, Thjrtv—p
Yearbook pf ihe Nati onaj Society for the otudv of
L —
Education. Pp. 95-111.
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terpret the results obtained, and how to apply these
results to the specific situation; but she must know
the factors underlying reading readiness# These fac
tors were discussed previously#
Standardized tests have been developed to
measure intelligence and reading readiness. The factor
of mental age, the most important factor in learning
to read, is of v.ital importance in the testing pro
gram. Intelligence tests have been constructed to
give the mental age#
Harrison suggests the following Intelligence
Tests as usable for kindergarten and first grade
children*
I#

Pintner-Cunningham Intelligence Tests
A. Age norms four to nine years
B. Group Test
C. Type of scores given* Point M. A# & I Q
D#

Price $1.25 for twenty-five copies

E. Publishers and Address* world Book Com
pany, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York
II. Cole - Vincent Test for School entrants
A. Age norms, end of kindergarten, beginning
first grade
B. Group Test
C. Point score, M« A. & I Q
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D.

Price $1*50 for twenty-five copies,
$0*70 for material

E.

Publishers and Address: Bureau of j&ducational Measurement and Standards, Kansas otate
College, Emporia, Kansas.

III. Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test
A.

Age norms, five years and nine months to
seven years and ten months.

B.

Group Test

C.

Point score, M. A. & I Q

D.

Price $1.10 for twenty-five copies

E.

Publishers and Address: World Book Com
pany, Yonk er s-on-Huds on, New York

IV.

Revised Stanford*Binet Tests of Intelligence
A.

Age norms: All

B.

Individual Tests

C.

M. A. & IQ

D.

Price $2.00 for twenty-five copies of the
record form.

$5.00 for material of each

L and M forms.
E.

Publishers and Address: Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, Mass.

V.

Minnesota Pre-School Scale
A.

Age norms, up to seventy-two months

B.

Individual Tests
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C.

M. A. & IQ rank in IOC's

D.

Placement

E.

Price $9.00 for materials.

Seventy-

five cents for twenty-five copies
F.

Publishers and addressi Educational
Test Bureau, Minneapolis, Minn.^"

Memory span of ideas is an important element
contributing to the ability to learn to read.

Some

individual reading readiness tests have been construc
ted to test this ability.

Such tests are to be found

in the "Betts Ready to Read Tests" and the "Van wagenen
Reading Readiness Tests". Formal instruction in read
ing should be postponed if low scares are made on
these, since failure usually results from the attempt.
This failure will result in unhealthy attitudes to
ward reading and poor work habits.
The factors of problematic thinking evolves in
to the specific elements of: thinking out relation
ships; selecting prime factors; organizing ideas;
and forming conclusions.

All of these elements are

essential to comprehensive reading.

Van wagenen Read

ing Readiness Test II will indicate the extent this
ability has been developed in the child.

1

Lucile M. Harrison, Reading Readiness. Pp. 64-65.
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Another essential factor in learning to read
is the ability to make visual discrimination or see
ing likenesses and differences. A child lacking
this ability is either immature in his development
or he has visual defects. Van Wagenen Word discrim
ination Test; Stone and Grover Classification Test;
and Lee-Clark Matching Tests will reveal the extent
of development of this factor in the child tested.
The facility in the use of a broad field of
meaningful concepts is a determining factor in the
child's ability in "range of information test" in
cluded in the ¥an Wagenen Reading Readiness Test
will shov; this specific element. These tests also
indicate the type of learning the child needs be
fore beginning to read.
The speaking vocabulary of the child is an in
dex to his ability to learn to read with comprehen
sion. Meaning in reading is acquired only when a
concept is associated with the printed symbol. The
Van Wagenen Reading Readiness Test includes an indi
vidual vocabulary test and the Metropolitan Readiness
Test has a groux^ Vocabulary test.
The length of the child's sentences Indicates
his maturity in the ability to express his thoughts.
His comprehension of reading material will not ex
ceed his ability of self-expression. The Monroe
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Reading Aptitude Tests will measure the extent this
ability has developed in the child.
Tests for the intellectual factors affecting
the ability to learn to read have been considered.
There are also physical factors that affect this
process.

The physical factors of greatest signifi

cance are vision and hearing.

The stimuli of the

printed page reach the brain centers of the child
through the medium of the eye.

Auditory patterns

are important, since the child is not only to per
ceive the correct sounds but he is required to re
peat the impression received.
The classroom teacher should not attempt to
diagnose the physical deficiencies affecting the
child's ability to read, since this is a compli
cated process and should be carried on by those
trained to do clinical work.

She should note any

behavior indicating defects and report them to the
parent or health doctor and nurse.
There is no known adequate standard measure
ment of the personal maturity designed specifically
to indicate the optimum time to begin the teaching
of reading.
Often teachers are not provided with tests
for necessary diagnosis.

It is possible to
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discover all weaknesses without standardized tests,
yet there are many simple informal rating scales
that may be constructed and used by the teacher to
determine her teaching procedure#
Bating scales that have been found helpful
follow*
I#

Items used in Rating Scale of Social Maturrity.
1., Does he return to a task unfinished
from the previous day and develop it?
2#

Does he tell the whole truth in each
situation?

3#

Would he admit his misdemeanor, for ex
ample, tearing a page from a book,
breaking a window, tripping another, etc.?

4.

Does he make friends quickly and easily?

6. Does he subjugate himself to reasonable
demands of the group when convinced of
their value?
6«

Does he adjust himself to the opposite
sex without appearing self-conscious?

7.

Does he loose himself as an individual
in the group?

8.

Does he exhibit good school spirit?

9.

Would he do something which might work
hardship on himself, for the good of the
group?
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10.

Does he remain calm when he cannot get what
he wants?

11.

Is he able to take a joke?

12.

Is he free from nervous habits, for example,
biting nails, fiddling with hands and clothes?

13.

Does he accept failure as his own responsibil
ity, that is, does not blame others,tools, or
materials, or exaggerate another1 s part?

14.

Does he accept decisions of the one in charge
of the game without showing emotions?

15.

Does he play games fairly with all children?

16.

Does he of his own free will try to be cour
teous and polite?

17.

Does he answer questions in polite language
and polite manner?

18.

Does he work as far as possible on a problem
before asking help?

19.

Does he have confidence in his own ability
to meet new problems in his work and play?

20.

Is he inclined to symphathlze rather than
laugh at those in difficulty?

21.

Are his remarks about others kind, that is,
not saying things to hurt ethers1 feelings?

22.

Does he have good posture habits?
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23• Is he interested in having the finished pro
duct neatly and well done, that is, does he
regard neatness ahead of speed, getting by,
etc.?
24. Does he have a good taste in decoration,
for example, bulletin board, teacher's desk,
flowers, window, etc.?
25. Is his characteristic facial expression
agreeable?
26. Does he have a direct, pleasant manner of
speaking, not egotistical, shy, or selfconscious?
27. Does he go from one purposeful activity
to another without waste of time?
28. Can he think accurately in unusual circum
stances, for example, loss of books and
materials, facing accident, sudden anger
in others, etc.?
29. Is he alert and interested in new situa
tions?
30. Can he put himself forward without antag
onizing others?
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II,

The five point scale used for the measurement
of thirty items listed follows
A,

"1" means never.

The child has no develop

ment in the trait,
B,

"2" means twenty-five percent of the time.
The child has some development, hut is
still very low,

C,

"3" means fifty percent of the time.

There

is a fifty-fifty chance that the child will
respond to the trait given,
D,

n4rt

means seventy-five percent of the time.

The child is noticeably developed in the
trait so that he responds very often in
the right way,
E,

"5" means always,

The child has complete

development of the trait,
III,

Tentative Grade Norms:
A,

86 for grade I

B,

98 for grade II

C,

111 for grade III,1

The emotions of the young child are so subtly
related to his learning to read that they are often
1

—

L. A, Pechstine & Merton Deming MUnn, "The Measure
ment of Social Maturity in Children", The Elementarv School Journal. Vol. 40, Pp. 113-123.
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overlooked#

Many times the child with the most per

plexing reading problem is emotionally maladjusted#
As far as is known there is no standardized test de
veloped for rating the emotional reaction of the
first grade child toward reading.
IV. Items used in the Emotional Scale:
1. Does he enter activities with self-confi
dence, that is, does he work independently,
discovering problems ana solving them?
2. Does he perform duties with assurance?
3. Does he show courage in the face of dis
appointment, that is, could he find pleasant
enjoyment in the house if an anticipated
picnic were rained out?
4. Is he calm when placed in an unusual situ
ation, as when the health nurse and doctor
examine the children of his room?
6. Is he willing to yield common materials
reasonably often, such as sharing the use
of the hammer while building a playhouse,
or the easel and paints during free activity
period?
6. Are his wishes pliant with those of the
group} can he be happy with the group
activity if he voted with the minority in
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deciding a question?
7.

Are his interests reasonably constant?

8.

Is he interested in the things around him?

9.

Do the activities and the routine of the
day satisfy him?

10.

Is he cheerful in performing his task?

11.

Boes he assume his share of responsibility
in the day's activities?

12.

Can you depend on him to finish tasks as
signed to him?

13.

Is he able to perform simple tasks without
assistance from others?

14.

Can he work with composure without crying,
giggling, or excessive talking if

15.

Is he industrious? Does he employ himself
with constructive activities?

16.

Does he evaluate results, and does he com
pare the results of his finished work with
the ability he accords himself?
Five Point Rating Scale

M5"

means never.

The child has not developed

in the trait.
"25" means twenty-five percent of the time.

The

child has some development, but is still
very low.
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"60" means fifty percent of the time.
There is a fifty-fifty chance that the
child will respond to the trait given.
"76" means seventy-five percent of the time.
The child is noticeably developed in
the trait, so that he responds very
often in the right way.
"100" means always. The child has complete
development in the trait.
The five point rating scale is based upon Pechstine and Munnfs Social Maturity Scale."*"
The teacher must realize that the purpose of
the testing program is to obtain data to base the
instructional program on. This program should be
carefully planned and the most detailed results re
corded. She should also recognize the fact that the
success of her teaching depends largely upon how
well the testing program has functioned. It is de
sirable that this program include a standardized
group intelligence test and a standardized group
test for reading readiness. The standardized group
tests are used widely and are superior in certain
respects. They are constructed to give general
comparisons of school with school or class with
class. They are not, however, always suited to be
1~
Loc._ci&.

—
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used in measuring "the individual child's maturation
or specific phases of attainment*
Teacher Constructed Tests
The first grade teacher must realize that to
make her instructional program affective she should
know the individual development of her pupils.

To

know these needs it is necessary that she carry on
a testing program*

This program should acquaint her

with the mental, physical, social, and emotional ma
turity of the child*

From this data each child's

readiness to read may be determined*
The teacher constructed tests and scales are
not of value in general comparisons of city with
city nor of school with school*

The aim of the

teacher developed instruments are to test or rate
individuals*
When the teacher begins her testing program
for reading readiness, a standardized group intelli
gence test should be administered along with a stand
ardized group test for reading*
The pupils meeting or exceeding the norms of the
standardized tests are usually ready for reading in
structions*

The pupils falling below the norms or

showing decided limitations in any particular phase
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ol the tests should be tested or rated by the teach
er constructed instruments#
The teacher is then able to build her reading
program upon the individual needs of her pupils.
The following group of tests are suggested for use
in determining the development of the factors in
fluencing the child's ability to learn to reads
I.

Intellectual factors
A.

Testing the child's ability to carry a
wide span of ideas in mind.
Test Is

Ask the child to tell the things
he has done, in the order of their
happening, since he got out of bed
that morning.

Test lis

Tell the child a short story in
mind which things happen in a
definite sequence.1

A story that

may be used follows:
Betty and Bobby lived near
a park. There was a swimming pool
in the park. The children wanted
to learn to swim. No one could
go into the pool without swimming
suits. Their mother made them
suits. Both children learned to
swim.
r~

——_—

Nila B. Smith, "Teacher's Guide for the jrirst Year",
The Unit-Activity Reading Series, p. 486.
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Give one score for each thought given in proper
sequence*

The total 3core is seven*

The auditory memory span may "be checked by the
following rating scale*
Test III* The following items are presented
about one per second*

The teacher

is to repeat one line of a series*
The child is to repeat the same line*
If the child is successful in repeat
ing the line in a given series the
teacher is to go to the series next
in difficulty*

The score is the

number of words repeated in the lar
gest series the child repeats, that
is, if the largest series repeated
is four the score is four*
2

3

boy - cat

hat - run - play

Tom - mother

hop « tree - run

School - home

sit - eat - door

4

milk - top - girl - house
cow - ball - coat - tree
broom - knife - cnair - cow
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5
father - table - pet - tub - man
doll - watch - coat - knew - soap
cup - book - sit - bread - bell.
The ability to do problematic thinking enters
into the child's readiness to learn to read.

This

factor evolves into (1) thinking out relationships,
(2) selecting prime factors, (3) organizing ideas,
and forming conclusions.
B.

Testing ability to do problematic thinking.
Test Is

Perception of Relationships.
Fill in the blanks with the cor
rect word.

The teacher reads the

sentence j the child fills in the
word.
1.

Trees are green but the sky is

(blue),

(cloudy).

T.

2.

We eat bread and(drink)water.

3.

Boys like to (throw, play) ball.

4.

We put our food (on) the table.

5.

We hang our clothes (in) the closet.

6.

A cat is little but a horse is (big)•

7.

Vinegar is sour, but sugar Is (sweet).

8.

We (eat) our food.

—

Arthur I Gates, "Memory for Words", The Inmrnvftment of Reading, p. 403.
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9.
10.

Boys and girls (sleep)at night.
We see with our (eves).

Each correct answer gives one point score.
The greatest score is ten.
Test II.
The teacher reads the following story to
the child.

She then asks the questions about

the story.
Grandmother wanted to see Betty and Bobby.
She wrote them a letter asking them to come to
see her. Mother carried them to the bus. Betty
took her kitten and Bobby his ball. They rode
in the bus to Grandmother's house. Grandfather
met the bus.
Grandfather, Betty and Bobby fed the pigs,
that evening. They did not feed the chickens.
They had gone to sleep.
1.

Whom did Grandmother wish to see?

2.

How did Betty and Bobby get to Grand
mother's house?

G.

3.

What did Betty take with her?

4.

Who fed the pigs?

Organising Ideas.
This test measures the ability to organize

ideas.

The teacher tells the child to listen for

the words that are related in meaning, that i s ,
which word named makes you think of another word
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named#

The child is "to "tell the related words#

1. rubber, pin, ball
2. sleep, night, clock
3#

cow, desk, milk

4. snow, near, white
5. cold, ice, pig
6. flower, foot, toe
7. leaf, tree, chicken, hen
8. hear, eye, see, ear
9. pencil, flower, vase, paper
10. school, children, fireman, flower
D# Forming Conclusions.»
A list of questions may be prepared and the
child* s answers will indicate his ability to form
conclusions#
1#

Why does a bus driver stop before he

crosses a railroad track?
2. Why does the mother hen put her wings
over the baby chicks at night?
3.

Why do we wear more clothes in the winter
than in the summer?

4#

Why should we play in our own yard?

5#

Why shouldn't little children gather

roses?
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Testing ability to see likenesses and differ
ences.
Have the child look at pictures beginning at

the top and going from left to right*

Put a ring

around the object in the line that is different*1

1
5
5[
•
j
D
C
7
^
0 0
tr~1' 1t=5
s)

0/

*

\

,

*

•

0

1

**•

—
w* s. Gray & Marian Monroe. "Visual Training".
Before we Head. P. 3
fining ,
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Test IB, Testing for likenesses.
Tell the child to look at the picture
in the box at the left of the line of pictures.
Look across the line of pictures and indicate
tiie picture in the line that is just like the
picture in the box.1
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1

Gates, op. cit., p. 395.

JD
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The child1 s tendency to reversals has a bear
ing upon his readiness to read#
The following test will indicate his tendency
to see in a reversed order#
Test I#

Testing for Reversals.
Print the following words, in
jumbo type or lettered by hand, in
running line order#

Double space

words and each line.
List I
on me

tub

pot

dog

rat

saw

pens

sad

big

house

turkey
Prepare markers from oak tag#

Cut it three

inches deep and slightly longer than the test page#
A slot or window is cut out of the markers so that
only one line of words will be exposed at a time.
This marker is to be used in exposing the words in
List I to be found in List 22.1
List II
on
me
tub
pot
dog
rat
saw
pens
sad
bib
house
turkey
1

no
em
but
top
god
tar
was
snep
das
bib
esueh
yekrut

utb
opt
odg
art
asw
nsep
asd
ibb
useho
keytur

an
be
hub
goo
log
mat
paw
hens
mad
rib
mouse
monkey

Gates. on* cit.. Pp. 544-547.

one
mo
tug
pod
day
rah
saxn
pent
sap
bit
home
turn

on
we
tnd
gop
bop
raf
sain
gous
sob
did
honso
fnrheg
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Prepare another marker with a silt of appro
priate size to expose one line at a time while con
cealing the lines above and below.

As soon as the

line containing the word shown on List I is exposed,
the child is asked to indicate the word shown on
first list.
Physical factors are important in determining
tne child's readiness tc read.

It is desirable

that he be able to use his arias, hands, and fingers
with some accuracy.

One means of knowing the develop

ment of a group in this phase of growth may be deter
mined by having the children sing the song "Lance,
Thumbkixi, Dance".

Have them pantomine the actions

of the song as they sing.
The song has five verses substituting the names
of each finger for the word "thumbkin".

The chil

dren "dance" the finger indicated, to the rhythm of
the song.

The hand should be closed with the fin

ger protruding that is "dancing".
The difficulty that the child has in protruding
the different fingers while the hand is closed, indi
cates his ability to control his finger muscle.
Especially is this true of "ringman".
Dance, Thumbkin, Dance
(See next page)
1

John W. Beattie, et al., The American Singer Book I,
p. 99.
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Dance, Thumbkin, Dance

J
pfT l

1. Dance, thumb-kin, dance;

Dance, thumb-kin, dance;

Thumb-kin can not dance a-lone, bo dance, my merry men,

I
0
Ci

gy . 'ry

one, And

dance, thumb — kin,

dance#

Finger Game* (1) thumb; (2) forefinger (foreman), etc.
2.

Dance, foreman, dance, etc.

3. Dance, long man, dance, etc.
4.

Dance, ring man, dance, etc.

5.

Dance, little man, dance, etc.
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Test II.- A rating scale, composed of paired
letters and words that are similar or exact, will
help determine the visual maturity of the child.
The following grouping is suggesteds
Draw a line under the pair of letters that are
Just alike.

Each pair count one point.

y
b
1
z

1
c
t
t

-

g
d
r
y

1
c
t
f

-

i
u
y
a

-

i
v
y
a

v
r
m
J

- w

- r
- n
- i

d
r
s
p

-

d
s
s
g

w - w

h - k
c - c ,
e - e :•
.

A very low visual maturity is indicated if the
child only gets two or three out of the twenty-four.
Indications are that if the child gets fifteen
out of the twenty-four, he has normal maturity of
a six-year-old child.
The following list of words continue the visual
rating scale. Each pair counts one point score.
do - did
on - no
see - see
now - how
Jump - Jump

boy - baby
mother - mouse
kite - kitten pony - pony
ray - my
run - ran
me - men
yes - no
put - tub
home- mouse

to - top
run - ran
saw - was
he - her
him -him

A score of fifteen indicates normal visual ma
turity for a first grade school entrant.
1

Nila B. Smith, "Teacher's Guide for the First Year",
Unit-Activity Reading Program, p. 487.
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Two tests'^ are suggested for "the teacher's use
in finding the child's maturity in hearing and his
perception of what he hears*
Test I.-

The teacher says aloud to the child
ten sentences, each six words long*
The pupil is to repeat the sentences
aloud after her*

1*

The boy is eating the apple.

2.

The little girl has a doll*

3.

Boys and girls go to school*

4*

The baby is in the chair*

5*

Do you see the big ball?

6.

The ball is big and red*

7.

Now the girl and kitten play*

8.

Hake Nancy play ball with me*

9*

The kite went very, very high

10*

The little boy ran and ran*

A six-year-old child should be able to repeat
at least five sentences out of the ten correctly*
If any error is made in a sentence, it is counted
incorrect.
1

—
Luella Cole, The Improvement Qf Reading, p. 291.
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CHAPTER IV
AN ANALYSIS OF TIE READING ABILITIES AND THE READING
READINESS PROGRAM
Arthur I. Gates1 In one of the sections of the
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook states that whenever possible
teachers should have the following data concerning
all children-entering first grades
Reliable measure of intelligence.
Careful examination of vision and hearing.
Careful medical examination including detection
of various physical and physiological handi
caps.
Appraisal of visual and auditory habits of per
ception.
Appraisal of ability to understand and use Eng
lish in class activities and in conversation.
Appraisal of meaning vocabulary and range of
information.
Appraisal of background or prerequisite reading
abilities, such as interest in booksj ability
to recognize or distinguish words or to read
simple material.
Appraisal of ability to function in a school
room situation, including effectiveness of
adjusting to teachers and other pupils say,
to work by oneself, to use pencils, chalk,
pictures, scissors, paper.
It seems that in Longview hundreds of children
do not receive the particular assistance they need
in school. Entirely too many teachers teach classes,
subjects, or units without gaining any knowledge of
the difficulties encountered by individual pupils.
In the past this has been due to excessive class
1

Thirty-Sixth Yearbook. Pp. 375-376.
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size and a lack of proper tests•

They marked, pass

ed, and failed pupils without realizing that much
of the failure was due largely to their own failure
to diagnose causes of unsatisfactory progress*

Much

the same can he said for personality adjustment and
mental health} most of the undesirable behavior of
pupils results from failure to diagnose their per
sonality or mental health difficulties

and needs so

that the causes of these difficulties may be identi
fied and eliminated.
There are various series of tests that measure
readiness to read at entrance to school.

Some of

these involve a good deal of equipment and techni
cal experience and are relatively hard for a teach
er to use.

The really essential measurements, how

ever, can be made well enough by means of the sim
ple techniques to follow.
First comes a measure of intelligence.

Although

the Binet examination is doubtless, the best, it
demands a considerable amount of experience before
one can use it.

The average teacher will get more

accurate results if she uses such tests as the

-

Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test of Intelligence, the
Pressey Primary Classification, or the Detroit
Primary Intelligence Test.

-

These are all group tests.
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They should be given during the first few weeks of
school, only a few children can be tested at once*
From any of these tests a mental age can be obtained*
It appears from research that a child needs a
mental age of at least six and a half years if he
is to learn how to read by the methods currently
in use.1
The mental level (Table III) shown at entrance
by all Negro children entering Longview Public schools
makes clear the need for having some method for deal
ing with those who are not yet sufficiently mature
mentally to begin reading*

According to these figures

93 per cent needed further growth before beginning
to read*
A careful check was made on sight and hearing*
The school nurse gave invaluable aid here*

She made

home visits to explain to parents the need for fur
ther examination or treatment after the school in
spection had been made*
The Metropolitan Readiness Test was given to
45 of the 145 children*

This test brings out many

things that are necessary for success in first grades
word meaning, that is, understanding or comprehension
of language; comprehension of phrases and sentences,
~

M. V. Morphett and Carlton Washburn, "When should
Children Begin to Read?" Elementary School Journal.
Vol. 31s Pp. 496-503.
'
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The mental ages of 145 children, obtained from
the Pintner-Cunningham Test, were as followss
TABLE III
Mental Ages at Entrance to School
Num
ber

Per
Cent*

4 years 1 month to 4 years 6 months

14

10

4 years 7 months to 4 years 11 months

39

27

5 years 1 month to 5 years 6 months

45

31

5 years 7 months to 5 years 11 months

24

17

6 years 1 month to 6 years 6 months

12

8

6 years 6 months to 6 years 11 months

5

3

7 years 1 month to 7 years 11 months

5

3

9 years

1

1

145

100

Total

•The per cent is given in terms of whole numbers
and the decimals are discarded* When the decimal Is
less than *5, it is dropped* When it is more than *5
a 1 is added to the whole number*
comparable to the attention span required in listen
ing to stories and understanding directions in the
beginning work in reading} vocabulary; visual and
auditory abilities, such as, abilities to see like
nesses and differences, a capacity required in learning
to read; motor coordination; the tendency toward spa
tial reversal In drawing or writing was disclosed in
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the copying items.

Scores on the Reading Readiness

T e s t f o r t h e 4 6 c h i l d r e n appear i n (Table I V ) .
TABLE IV*
Standard
Score
Intervals.
Tests 1-4
Reading
Readiness

Readiness
Status

Number
of
PUDIIS

Letter
Rating

61-66

2

A

66-60

0

B

High Normal

47-66

11

C

Average

33-46

23

D

Low Normal

0-32

9

E

Poor Kisk

Total

Superior

45

•Scores have been combined for Reading readi
ness and do not include scores on Number readiness
or Total Readiness.
The investigator made a systematic study of
the children falling below normal in the tests re
sults for the purpose of determining their specific
needs.
The tests revealed varying degrees of readiness
in word meaning, sentences, information, and matching
items.

Observations and the use of inventories re

vealed, further, the substantial influence the home
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background and community exerted upon these chil
dren.

In many instances the home and family ex

periences of the child were very meager and limited.
Indexes to background of this nature were obtained
from a Chart For Studying The Child which asked such
questions as theses
What have been the home and family experiences
of the child?
How many members are there in the family?
Is this child the youngest, the oldest, or a
"middle child"?
Is there a grandmother, grandfather, uncle,
aunt, cousin in the home?
What is the physical condition of members of
the family?
Is there an invalid In the home?
What are the health conditions in the home?
What are the living conditions in the home?
Does the child's mother work?

Does Ms father

work ?
What kind of work does each do?
What is the emotional status of the home?
Is the family one of regular or irregular habits?
What are the educational and cultural attitudes
in the home?
Are there books in the home?
Kind?

Magazines?

What
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Is "there a newspaper, radio in "the home?
What have been the community experiences of
the child?
In what kind of community does he live*
Is there a playground to which he can go?
Is there a center of community interest such
as a zoo, dairy, museum near him?
Has he been all over the city?
Has he been to the country*

If from a rural

community has he been in a nearby town or city?
Has he traveled outside his city?
Has he ridden on a bus, train, airplane?
Does he go to the movies?

How often?

Inventory of Physical Conditions
What is the general condition of his health?
What is the general condition of his teeth?
What is the specific condition of his eyes?
What is the specific condition of his ears*
Has he any speech difficulty?
Is he right-or left-handed*
Inventory of Emotional Reactions s
Is this child co-operative..... , indifferent..
enthusiastic

,fearful. .... ,shy

,aggressive.

sullen...., negativistic....., rebellious......
confident......
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Information obtained by the questions from the
inventories found that "about two thirds of these
children were socially unadjusted".

They had not

had previous training in nursery school or kinder
garten.

They were emotionally unsteady, socially

unadjusted, and had poor work habits.

They did not

know how to get along with a number of new and vary
ing personalities, to fit into groups, and to gain
satisfaction from group contacts.

They were disin

terested and exhibited such traits as bossing, fight
ing, tattling, and bullying.

They were found to be

from homes where the physical conditions of the mem
bers of the family were poor; living conditions
scanty; both parents worked; parents had no education
al and cultural interests; there were no books, news
papers or radios in the home.
The teacher will be able to classify her pupils
after the testing program has been administered and
the inventories taken.

The children who are not

generally matured enough to learn to read should be
given instruction in the process of learning to read.
They should be given a developmental program designed
to facilitate the growth of the factors affecting
the readiness to read.
The program presented here is designed for those
children who have not reached sufficient maturity
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for learning to read. The teacher will be able to
use these suggestions in planning the instruction
for the pupils who lack development in one or more
specific factors affecting the process of learning
to read.
Not every child will be interested in every
activity, but the program should be sufficiently
stimulating to make the children want to begin read
ing as soon as possible.
Activities for Developing Reading Maturity
A. Looking
1. Examining and talking about objects
2. Describing objects seen for only a few seconds
3. Naming objects in a picture
4. Discriminating between two objects or patterns
that are nearly alike
5. Estimating and comparing sizes, distances, or
weights
6. Drawing single designs from memory
7. Counting objects
8. Matching and sorting colors, designs, or
objects
B. Talking
9. Retelling a story already heard
10. Describing a picture
11. Describing an absent object for other chil
dren to guess what it is
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12.

Choral speaking

13.

Answering questions about a story

14.

Bringing something to school and talking
about it

15.

Going on excursions and discussing what was
seen

C.

Hearing
16.

Carrying out oral directions

17.

Imitating sounds

18.

Discriminating between sounds or tones

19.

Discriminating between letter sounds or
syllables

D.

Training the muscles
20.

Imitating tapping or other simple movement

21.

Practicing simple rhythmic games

22.

Coloring pictures

23.

Making scrapbooks

24.

Tracing forms, letters, figures, or words

25.

Cutting out and pasting

26.

Copying one's own name

27.

Sorting cards or other objects into com
partments

£•

Getting ready to read
28.

Arranging letter blocks so as to copy model
words

29.

Differentiating between pairs of letters
often confused
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30.

Copying words already on blackboard

31.

Looking at. alphabet books in which each
letter is illustrated by one word and a
picture (a is for ant, b is for barn. £ is
for cat, etc•)•

F.

32.

Looking at attractive picture books

33.

Naming the letters

Thinking
34.

Solving simple puzzles

35.

Arranging form boards

37.

Making designs with peg boards

38.

Deciding upon a story to tell the class

38.

Memorizing jingles, songs, or poems.1

The program for the non-reading first grade
group should include, (1) varied first-hand experiences
that are satisfying to the child in his present liv
ing as well as developmental for future living, (2)
experiences and activities that develop the emotional
and social child through living, working and playing
together, (3) experiences that provide for understand
ing the natural environment as well as man made en
vironment, (4) experiences and activities that lead to
interests in the cultural heritage of the race, that
is, music, art, and literature, (5) experiences that

1

hue11a Cole, The Elementary School Subjects, Pp. 145-
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provide for successful accomplishment on successive
developmental planes*
These experiences and activities will be based
upon the factors found to condition the child's
ability to learn to read and that are improved by
training*

These factors were discussed in Chapter

III.
Each child in the group is different from all
other children since his understanding is the pro
duct of his individual experiences, interests, abili
ties, and attitudes, which rise out of his background*
It is the responsibility of the first grade
teacher to increase the concepts of the child*

The

most effective way is by providing first hand ex
periences.1

There are a number of ways in providing

these experiences, such as excursions, through audiovisual departments, through laboratories, through
hand-craft, and through dramatic activities*

The

concepts acquired through experiences are the basis
of the child's ideas*

Concept is the vibrant element

of the printed page and words are meaningless to the
young child unless they have sensory images behind
them.
1

——
Elga H. Shearer, "The Environment - A Contributing
Fact to Growth in Concepts and Skills". Childhood
Education. Vol. 15s Pp. 202-204
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The excursion is a means of developing the
young child's concepts#

Since the first grade

entrant's experiences are just expanding beyond
the home, these new experiences and concepts are
built in relation to concepts already formed#
The young child is concerned with his parents,
brothers and sisters, his food and personal pessessicns, such as coat, hat, lunch basket, his new school
supplies#

He has learned the place, in the home,

that his personal belongings are most secure#

He

is content with the arrangement to which he has been
schooled#
When entering school the child is taking his
first step to expand his environment#

The first

grade teacher should be ready to provide experiences
that will relate to his personal belongings, for
which he feels a new anxiety, his home, and parentsj
and that will also give him a feeling of security
and content in the new situation, the school#

The

experiences provided for the child may not take on
the proportion of an excursion to the adult, but
to the very young child they are illuminating and
vibrant#
The following excursions are suggested?

The

child should be conducted on an excursion of his
classroom#

He should be shown the cloak rooms where
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his coat, hat, and lunch will be kept securely un
til they are needed#

After this feeling of securi

ty has been established, he should be permitted to
explore the room, experimenting with the different
materials that have been placed conveniently for
his use. The teacher in conversation should call
the different properties of the classroom by names
ass cloakroom, bulletin board, erasers, crayon,
easel, paints, etc.
The next excursion of vital importance to the
child is learning the location of the water fountain
and rest rooms. The correct use of the fountain
with the properties of the rest rooms are explained
to the child.
The next step in expanding the child's concepts
and feeling of security is an excursion to the por
tion of the playground allotted to him. The use of
the playground equipment, and the reason why he is
given a certain portion of the playground is explain
ed to him.
After the child has become orientated into his
immediate school environment, the excursions may be
expanded to include the entire building, the princi
ple's office, the auditorium, the cafeteria, the
other classrooms, and the different exits, an ex
cursion of all the playgrounds, including the ball
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grounds, trees and shrubs may be conducted.
When the child has become emotionally and
socially adjusted to his group and school environ
ment, the excursions may be further extended to in
clude a visit to a near by home to see some pet
that may build some specific concept that will be
needed in early reading, a visit to a farm, grocery
store, or hot house - any place that will help
build a specific background of information necefer
sary to understand the vocabulary of the early read
ing.

These group experiences should be checked

with the vocabulary of the pre-primer to be intro
duced.
Another way the school can enrich the child's
store of concepts is through the audio-visual de
partment.

Many Modern schools are provided with

a projecting machine which uses either films or
slides.

This is an excellent way to build concepts,

but this is not the only possibility of this depart
ment.

In conjunction with this material, if sup

plied or without it, the audio-visual department
can build true concepts.

The teacher and student

body may accumulate materials of nature and bring
into the classroom such as (1) shells, (2) minerals,
(3) vivariums and acquariums, (4) historical contumes.
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This material can do much in building concepts.
Mounted pictures lend their part.
The primary child derives much pleasure and
knowledge from the most simple laboratory equip
ment and materials.

A lamp chimney placed in a

pot of earth covered with gauze, to hold the in
sect being observed; a limb holding the larvea
that may develop into a beautiful moth} a clear
bowl providing a home for the polliwog as it is
transformed into a frog, all give the young child
a glimpse of the wonderful world around him and
adds to his store of concepts.
Every teacher knows the value derived from
handcraft.

The individual problem of making a

dress for the school doll to the group activity
of building a playhouse has its situation of
problem solving and concept building.
Dramatization lends itself to concept build
ing.

When the child, in his thinking, becomes a

character, assuming this character's attributes
and characteristics, new concepts of other times
and places are formed.
Baker"1" points out that the environment has
much to do with the development of creative language.
——
Clara Belle Baker, "Developing the Language arts",
Childhood Education. Pp.224-227 (January 1939)
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This environment should provide an abundance of in
teresting experiences taking place amid natural
social surroundings.
The school environment should provide oppor
tunity for observation and experimenting, for in
vestigation, discussion and planning and performing.
Language develops as it contributes to successful
living.
The child's use of simple English sentences
will increase after he has observed, experimented
and investigated and meets with the class to report
his findings, because he will have acquired ideas
that will wish to convey as graphically as he can.
His vocabulary will have been enlarged since he
has had new experiences that give new concepts,
thereby building the child's vocabulary. The small
informal grouping secures the most spontaneous ex
pression, giving each child an opportunity to give
his ideas.
Periods of self-directed activities lend them
selves to language development, since children with
common interests will work together and relate their
findings while engaging in a common activity. G^oup
games, dramatization and handcraft are conducive to
growth in vocabulary building and the use of complete
sentences, bensory experiences - hearing, tasting,
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smelling, seeing, feeling and sharing - contribute
to growth in language power*
The following are suggestive experiences that
stimulate curiosity about the things immediately
about the child and that build concepts and the
vocabulary necessary for the pre-reading experien
ces*
We toured our school house*

One room near the

front of our school is our principal^ office*

We

saw a big desk and chair, typewriter, telephone,
books and pictures*

when we want to talk to our

principal we go to this office*
Hew words acquired: toured. principal, office,
typewriter, and telephone*
We saw a big room where there were many seats*
There was a piano in the room*

Our teacher told us

that this is the auditorium, where all the children
in the school meet in assembly*
New words acquired: seats. auditorium, and as
sembly*
We saw a large room where there were many tables
and chairs.

A lady served food from a counter on

trays to the children.

This is where we eat at

school; it is called the cafeteria*
Hew words acquired: counter, served, trays. and
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cafeteria*
We go out of the room into the hall*

we come

into our room after we have played in the yardNew conceptss

into* out*

One of the most vital points in the speech ad
justment lesson is the feeling of ease and good stand
ing among members of the class*

To attain this the

period should be started with relaxation exercise*
A good relaxation exercise is that of Raggedy
Ann and Raggedy Andy* the rag dolls who sit with
arms, legs and neck limber*

Any "doll" that is not

limber is made of paper*
After the children have become relaxed and lost
their feeling of self-consciousness, a game invol
ving the lips, tongue and jaw movement may be played*1
This is "Mrs Smith (tongue) and her house (mouth)
cleaning"•

MOP the house - -roll the tongue around all
parts of the mouth*
Shake the mop - with the tongue protruding be
tween the lips, wag the tongue up and down as rapid
ly as possible*
Clean the curtains with the vacuum cleaner with the mouth wide open, curl the tip of the tongue

1

—

Ressa Routh, "A Speech Adjustment Program", Childhood Education, p* 305* (March, 1940)
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back of the upper teeth, bringing it down the back
of each upper tooth*

Then press the tip of the

tongue against the back of the lower teeth until
it rolls forward and outward between the upper and
lower front teeth.
Mrs. Smith found a. bee in her house and drove
it out through the door - move the tongue in and
out of the mouth as rapidly as possible.
Mrs.Smith sweeps the ceiling pf her house scrape the roof of the mouth with the point of the
tongue, going from front to back.
Mrs. Smith cleans her porch - Rotate the tongue
around the outside of the mouth in both the clock
wise and counter-clockwise.
Mrs. Smith sends all the tra3h to the basement
through a shoot - Protrude the tongue and form a
groove through the center by raising both sides.
Then_Mrs.,,»nith rests.
Improving the ability to keep in mind events
or articles in certain sequence. The Morning Hews
Bulletin is a language game that strengthens this
ability in the child.
One child begins by telling what activities he
has performed from time he got up until he reached
school.

Other children tell their experiences and
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try to add as many different activities as possible
to add to the first narrator^ items.
What Jack Brought to School is another game
that may be used.

The first child in the group

names an article Jack brought to school ass "Jack
brought a hat to school".

Each child in the group

repeats the sentence as it comes his turn, and the
second child in the group adds an article to the
first statement as "Jack brought a hat and a coat
to school".

The game continues until each child in

the group has added an article.
The above sampling of reading-readiness activi
ties is merely suggestive of the things children
might do in the classroom.

In many situations, the

activities should be developed around the unit ap
proach to the development of readiness for initial
reading instruction.

Many of the activities include

the whole class; others may be undertaken by groups
and individuals.

Heeds and interests should be given

primary consideration when individual contributions
are being planned.

The shy and retiring may need to

demonstrate to themselves and to their classmates
that they can do well in certain things.

Grouping

the children in terms of needs and interests makes
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possible a positive and constructive emphasis on such
items as language facility, visual discrimination
and motor co-ordination.

Grouping also makes it

possible for the slow learners to engage for a lon
ger period of time in reading-readiness activities
and for the fast learners to be challenged by ad
vanced activities.

How much these activities con

tribute to the development of readiness for reading
depends upon the extent to which the teacher caters
to individual needs and the expertness of the teacher
in bringing out the desirable reading elements.
The child, for example may be interested in the ex
periment but the teacher should guide Mm in seeing
relationships and in organizing the steps in the
experiment.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Snmnwry
The purpose of "this "thesis is "to accumulate ,
organize, clarify, and coordinate some of the find
ings of research and critical thinking on the sub
ject of reading readiness, in such a way that it will
be accessible and usable for the classroom teacher;
and to present suggestive programs (1) for testing
the child as he enters school, and (2) preparing
him for reading instructions.
The study of the subject evolved into the follow
ing topics: (1) The status of Longview entering pupils
including their family background, home environment,
and community influence, (2) reading development with
the history of reading readiness, the factors influenc
ing it, and the means of appraising readiness for sys
tematic instruction in reading, (3) an analysis of the
reading abilities and the reading readiness program.
The following summarizing statements give the
gist of the discussion:
It is necessary for the first grade teacher to
know the mental, physical, social, and emotional
characteristics of the child as he enters school,
since an understanding of the child is of prime im-
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portance in teaching him to read.

Mentally, he is

reaching out to form new concepts in the widening
world around him.

Physically, he is immature, just

emerging from infancy.

Socially, he has reached

the time when social adjustments are pressing in
upon him.

Emotionally, he has not acquired overt

control over his strong and varied emotions.

He

is a complex, changeable, formative little creature,
challenging the love, sympathy, and ingenuity of
all who deal with him.
It is a recognized fact that reading is a com
plicated process, requiring varied mental, physical,
social, and emotional responses of a highly organized
order.

Since the young child comes to school in an

immature, formative stage, he should not attempt to
learn to read until he reaches the stage of matura
tion commensurate with the task.

If this attempt

is made too early, undesirable attitudes, physical
handicaps, and social maladjustment may result.
Educators have been engaged for something like
forty years in the study of the factors affecting
the process of learning to read.
not easily discerned nor defined.

These factors are
The literature

pertaining to reading pedagogy classifies them as
factors which are developed through training and
as factors that are largely dependent upon matura-
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tion.

This literature also points out the subtle

interrelationship of these factors as they affect
the child*s ability to learn to read.
When the first grade teacher is familiar with
the immature development of the child as he enters
school, and knows that the complex process of read
ing requires a highly organized order of response
and recognizes the subtle relationship of the various
factors affecting the child*s learning to read, she
senses the fact that a varied program of instruction
should be administered to the different pupils of
her class.

The adjustment of this program is a diffi

cult task.

The most useful helps provides the teach

er in meeting this task are the standardized and
teacher-constructed tests.

The suggested program of

testing discusses (1) some of the standardized in
telligence tests suitable for testing the first grade
entrant, and (2) some of the standardized reading
readiness tests with factors tested by each, and (3)
some teacher-constructed tests and scales that have
been found helpful in determining the mental, physical,
social, and emotional development of the individual
child.
The instructional program suggests (1) first
hand experiences to increase the child*s concepts,
(2) the general characteristics of the articulate
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language of the first grade child and some experiences
and exercises which help the child to reach the accep
ted standards, and (3) games to exercise the ability to
keep a series of events or articles in a certain sequence*
Conclusions
On the basis of the data secured the following con
clusions are presented*
1*

It is necessary for the first grade teacher to

know the mental, physical, social, and emotional charac
teristics of the first grade child as he enters school,
since an understanding of the child is of prime impor
tance in teaching him to read*
2.

Many first grade children are too immature for

the task of learning to read*
3.

There are subtly related mental, physical, social,

and emotional factors which affect the child*s ability
in learning to read*

Some of these factors are develop

ed through training, while others are largely dependent
upon inner maturation.
4.

A testing program should be conducted so that

the maturation of the individual child can be deter
mined*
5.

An instructional program should be built upon

the findings of the testing program so that instruction
may be provided the individual child on his level of
growth.
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